Dear parishioners,
This bulletin explains how we can hope to resume Sunday Mass at Holy Ghost. Please read it
carefully and be prepared to give your time to help. It is only with your generous co-operation that
we can return to church.
Let me outline the challenges we face, and possible solutions to them.
1. NUMBERS. On an average Sunday, ‘pre-lockdown’ we had a total congregation of about
1000 people. Now that we can only fit about 100 people into church (given social distancing)
there is clearly no way we can accommodate the whole congregation on a single Sunday.
HOWEVER – the Sunday Mass obligation is currently suspended: there is therefore no
obligation to attend Mass every Sunday. Indeed, I know that some people will not be able to
attend church again just yet – they may be shielding or protecting vulnerable relatives. It is
also likely that families with very small children will prefer to leave them at home at present
– given we have no children’s liturgy, no singing and no toilets (and that small children may
not always understand the meaning of ‘social distancing’!). Lastly, I know that some people
will be away during the summer holiday period.
All this being the case, I think it is feasible to return to Sunday Mass, even though we can
only accommodate a limited number of people. Please remember, we really must abide by
the rules on social distancing and therefore it may be necessary to turn people away once
the church is full – nobody wants to do this but the safety and well-being of our parishioners
must be paramount. We will continue to live stream Mass twice every Sunday, so even if
you cannot attend church in person, you will still be able to take part in parish worship.
2. MASS TIMES. A second challenge concerns Mass times. We need to clean the church
(disinfect benches and contact points) between every Mass: this means we can no longer
have the 9.30 Mass immediately followed by the 11.00, as there would not be time to clean.
Moreover, Fr Tom leaves the parish in a few days, and his successor will not arrive until
September. One priest cannot celebrate all the Sunday Masses we used to have.
THEREFORE, during August we will have Sunday Mass at these times: 5.30 pm (Saturday
Vigil) – 9.30 am, 11.30 am and 6.00 pm Sunday. I hope the 8.00 Mass will be able to resume
soon after the new assistant priest arrives in September.
3. HELP NEEDED. We can only return to Sunday Mass if a sufficient number of people
volunteer as helpers. Their role will be to welcome arrivals, direct people to their seats to

ensure social distancing, act as stewards during Holy Communion and ensure the church is
left clean and tidy for the next Mass. We will need at least 3 people to assist at each Sunday
Mass. At the present time we are looking only for help during August. You can volunteer for
any Sunday you are free – and please don’t be shy about volunteering for more than one
Sunday either! Remember, Sunday Mass will not be possible without your help, and I am
very much relying on your generosity of spirit. You can sign up by filling in the Doodle poll
‘Holy Ghost Mass volunteers’ – just follow this link:
https://doodle.com/poll/rxd4n4brwer6xgvq
Alternatively (or for more information) please email Monserrat Cisa, who is kindly organising
this rota for me, at this email address: monsecisa@gmail.com
Attending Mass.
When attending Mass, either on a weekday or a Sunday, there are some guidelines which must be
adhered to. In brief, these are:
1. Enter the church using the doors on the right of the porch, and sanitise your hands before
entering the main body of the church (when leaving, use the doors to the left and sanitise
your hands again as you depart)
2. We are obliged by the government to keep a record of the name and contact telephone
number of everyone attending church, as part of the ‘track and trace’ scheme. Please bring
with you a slip of paper with these details, which you can drop into a basket on arrival. A
template is attached – but if you do not have a printer, just write the details on any piece of
paper and bring it with you to Mass.
3. You should wear a face covering while in church. This is recommended inside wherever 2
metres social distancing cannot be maintained.
4. When taking your seat, sit ONLY in the benches marked with a green cross. Avoid those with
a red cross. Keep 1 metre apart (except within your household group).
5. There will be no collection. Instead, a basket for your donation will be available as you leave.
Wherever possible we ask you to donate online or by standing order.
6. We are not allowed to provide shared-use missals or hymnbooks. For the time being, there
is no congregational singing. We have been asked to keep the Mass short (for example, by
omitting the Bidding Prayers).
Holy Communion
Distributing Holy Communion represents special challenges at this time. The Bishops have given
directions, which are outlined below:
1. Before he begins distributing Holy Communion, the priest will hold up the Host and say ‘The
Body of Christ’ ONCE, to the whole congregation. All respond together: ‘Amen’.
2. Wait in your pew until the ushers indicate that you should go forward. Remove your mask
before the approaching the priest or Extraordinary Minister (and replace the mask once you
have received. Do not leave used masks in church)
3. Communion will be given silently. All are asked to receive Holy Communion in the hand out
of consideration for the safety of others – in receiving Holy Communion please keep your
arms at ‘full stretch’ to maintain a safe distance between yourself and the priest/minister.
4. If you do not wish to receive Holy Communion, you should nevertheless remain in your pew
until directed to leave by the ushers – then simply join the Communion queue, but leave
without taking Communion. Please do not attempt to walk ‘against the flow’ of people.

Final thoughts
Since the pandemic began, everything seems much more complicated than it used to be – and this is
also true of going to Mass. I know some people will find these changes difficult or upsetting. We
would all prefer things to be as they always were. But, sadly, this is not possible and we must make
the best of the situation as it is. By adapting and working together we can begin to celebrate Mass
together once more, and to receive Our Blessed Lord in Holy Communion. This is surely the most
important thing of all.
I will end by once again asking you to consider volunteering as an usher for Sunday Mass: it is only
with your help that Holy Ghost can truly return to life again.
With prayers and best wishes,
Fr. Richard

